256                                   INDUCTION  PROBLEMS.                        [ART. 486
Ex. 6. A condenser consists of two confoeal ellipsoids, the squares of whose semi-axes are respectively a\ &2, c2 and a? + u, &c. If the dielectric be air and j8 the capacity for electricity, prove that
2        u                 du
If the dielectric he a solid arranged in ellipsoidal shells confoeal with the conductors, and such that the specific inductive capacity of each shell is inversely proportional to the volume of the enclosed ellipsoid, prove that the capacity is ZKabc/u, where K is the specific inductive capacity of the innermost layer.
[St John's Coll. 1879.]
486. Ex. 1. A charge E is placed at a distance / from the centre of a sphere of s.i.c. JT and outside the sphere. Prove that the potential at any point inside the
JE7        2n-j-l    /V\n sphere at a distance r from the centre is j S— ^   ^  •   ( - j Pn, where the sum-
mation extends from n = 0 to GO.                                                [Coll. Ex. 1897.]
Let o-=S^MPw represent the surface density of the charge equivalent to the polarity of the dielectric. We write Pn instead of Yn "because the system is symmetrical about the straight line joining the charged point to the centre of the sphere. The potentials due to this stratum are given in Art. 294 at points inside and outside the sphere. Adding to these the potentials of the external charge and usiDg the equation (6) of Art. 469 we obtain the result to be proved.
Ex. 2. A sphere of s.i.c. K is placed in air, in a field of force due to a potential Xn (before the introduction of the sphere) referred to rectangular axes through the centre of the sphere, where Xn is a solid harmonic of degree n. Prove that the
potential inside the sphere is    rT-?- %n-                                    [Coll. Ex. 1898.]
Ex. 3. Find the potential at any point when a sphere of specific inductive capacity K is placed in air in a field of uniform force.
A circle has its centre on the line of force which passes through the centre of the sphere and its plane perpendicular to this line of force. Prove that if the plane of the circle does not cut the sphere, the presence of the sphere increases the
7f _  -t
induction through the circle in the ratio 1 + 2 -— ~~s sin3 a to 1, where 2a is the
K. + 2
angle of the enveloping cone drawn from any point on the circumference of the
circle to the sphere.                                                                    [Coll. Ex. 1896.]
Proceeding as in Ex. 1 we find that the potential due to all causes at any point
outside the sphere is V/ = Flx— ™-— ^ <L   ,./    j where F is the given force of the
[ d V field.    The flux of force through the circle is then - I         Virydy, Art. 107.
Ex. 4. A circular wire is situated in a uniform magnetic field, with its plane at right angles to the lines of force ; prove that tho effect of introducing into the middle of it a sphere of soft iron of permeability JUL, which exactly tits its section, is to increase the induction through it in tho ratio of 3 to 1 + ii/pi.
[By Art. 471 the induction is p times the flux.]                 [St John's Coll. 1896.]
Ex. 5. A spherical shell of radii a, b (6>«) and specific inductive capacity K iv placed in a field of uniform force F; prove that, if F\ is the force in tho space
within both spheres, A = i + :L^~-IL: ( 1-~V                          [Coll. Ex.  1899.]
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